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Heavenly stars, dear children of dark Night, 
On circles you march and whirl about, 

O brilliant and fiery bege"ers of all.

From Orphic Hymn 7, to the stars  
(translated from the Greek by 

Apostolos N. Athanassakis)
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Palm to stone 
 felt 
  through the veil— 
thin glinting carapace 
  the veil 
    before long-dark.

Stone 
 breathes warmth 
    slow.

Ochre slurry 
  spit 
   and stone encases hand— 
li! it 
 and flesh carries stone, 
 only to tumble 
   back 
    into vertiginous 
    living duration.

Samhain
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Water is death to soul, and soul  
to water. From water comes earth,  

and from earth water again, and  
from that, soul, qui"ing the  

vastness of aither.

Clement of Alexandria  
(translated from the Greek by W.K.C Guthrie)
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Dri! anchor

Each boulder 
a world-

serpent’s egg 
hidden safe

by virtue only 
of blindness.

Wind scours sand 
at the brink where

each boulder 
a dri! anchor

against the gyre 
of the seasons.

If on the surface 
of a sphere, a cra!

moves always upwind, 
it might describe a spiral

that approaches but 
does not meet the pole.

But of course zero 
can never be reached 
by division.
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Four come together in one / 
In this our magisterial Stone. 

And six when seen as a trinity / 
Is brought to essential unity.

From an anonymous poem, printed in a  
1550 edition of the Rosarium philosophorum 

(translated from the German by R.F.C. Hull)
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Among the perched dunes back from the brink, in a low spot 
where the body of the moraine is exposed, a basalt erratic. The 
stone is big, wedged by ice into twelve pieces, worn by wind-
blown sand into beguiling forms; worn smooth as raven’s beak, 
black. A sand cherry grows in the midst and a small dune has 
accumulated in the lee. Press palm to warm stone and receive 
the vision:

Litha

Transverse face on the horizon, horrible 
rhombic skew-half, that sculptor and destroyer 
at once; immanentizer of wholly-new:

that which came 
before and will come 
inevitably again.

Back beyond from vermilion to cinnabar to 
garnet to graphite, through ice crushing, 
heaping, melting, lapping;

earthtide flood and 
ebb endless across 
present shore.

Two diamonds spread to form the hexagon, 
multiply to twelve and grow to prismatic 
columns bearing down on the polylith;

black 
boulder 
ascends.
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O blessed goddess, 
for the initiates stir the memory 

of the sacred rite, 
ward off oblivion from them.

From Orphic Hymn 77, to Mnemosyne 
(translated from the Greek by 

Apostolos N. Athanassakis)
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In the dri! is nestled a 
granite sphere, at rest, 
a long darkness just be- 
neath the bright surface;

in it the opposites coincide: 
glacier and bedrock, quartz 
and iron, snowblind white 
above, dark earth below.

Call it shadow of a blinding god 
cast into clear ice, a single point 
in ten-thousand-dimensional 
space: henahedral stone.

Anamnesis

2

Granite sphere splits 
along the meridian. 
Quartz to east, iron 
to west.

It is a body now in 
two halves; bright 
head and dark tail: 
dihedral stone.

Indeed opposites retract. Glacier li!s 
from bedrock, shadow is forgo"en in 
mist; unless one integrates the other 
the whole is nothing.
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3

But when the halves join 
and the grains mingle, the 
stone’s two faces multiply 
to ten thousand.

Glacier descends, 
body re-forms 
beneath the heavy 
water of memory;

shadow rises from the mist to full height 
and points to where we sit. Call it stone risen 
to the likeness of a god, a ten-thousand- 
faced body: myriahedral stone.

4

We are the stone. 
Call us shadow to god 
incarnated to body; we 
are many faces to all.

We are the coincidence of opposites, 
quartz and iron each, ice pressed 
amorous to earth, long darkness 
beneath bright surface. Yes:

head devours tail. We are 
the sphere’s all-center; 
panahedral stone 
nestled in dri!:
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one here 
the whole.
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Thanks to my friends for their humor, warmth, songs and 
companionship; I hope I can reciprocate.

And to you readers, my endless gratitude. I may write for many 
companions, but your uniquely human comprehension does 
not go unnoticed. Thank you. (Also, I welcome all forms of 
correspondence.)

To subscribe to Dri! Body or purchase past issues, visit 
csco"mills.com/zine. May we savor the darkness of this season!
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